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S.No Title Content 

1 Central Idea Distribution of wealth affects communities and individuals access to equal 

opportunities 

 

2 Lines of 

Inquiry 

 Relationship between wealth and money. 

 

 

3 Inquiry 

 

 Reflection on 'What makes a person powerful?’ was done using VTR 

- Claim and Support.   

 Explanation was done on ‘Wealth and power is concentrated in the 

hands of a few’ through 10 chairs activity based on the concept of 

wealth inequality. 

 Reflection was done to justify and reason out for the given statement.  

- Wealth and power go hand-in-hand,  

- Wealth and power is concentrated in the hands of a few 

  PKA was done through a T-Chart on ‘NEEDS AND WANTS’ 

followed by a video for their deeper understanding. 

 Activity was done on ‘Value for Money’ based on their understanding 

of Needs and wants. 

 Dictation conducted. 

 Trouble with Magic was read. 

 

4 English  Practice sentences on apostrophe & exclamation mark was done in 

classwork. 

 Reinforcement of preposition was done followed by workbook 

exercises. 

 Prose comprehension was done. 

 Listening activity was done. 

 Reading assessment was done. 

 



5 Mathematics  Unitary method was done followed by workbook exercises. 

 Revision worksheet was done. 

 Quick Math was done. 

 

6 Tamil   L2 :   yellorum ipadiye iruinthuvittal class work writing. 

Book back exercise. 

Discussion about wealth (theme) teaching, class work writing. 

Exercise given through worksheet. 

 L3 :  Grammar: Niruthark kuriyedukal, mayangolikal teaching & class 

work writing. 

Exercise given through worksheet. 

7 Hindi   L2 - पाठ - 7 ची ींटी और कबूतर Book back exercise and C.W done 

Revision for Assessment -3 done. 

Activity: भारत के राष्ट्र ीय प्रतीक ीं के नाम 

 L3 - Completed 'च' वर्ग  along with pictures. 

Revision for Assessment 3 done. 

Activity: चचत्र बनाना 

 


